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ABSTRACT
The major concern of the practicum is to investigate the ecological
value of community waterscapes in urban Shanghai, China, and its
approaches. The practicum explores changes in water ecosystems and
related water issues during human society development, as well as
advanced landscape theories regarding water resources management
to address these issues efficiently. This research supports the strategy
of ‘urban resilience’ that can suit for community waterscape design in
high-density cities.
The proposed design addresses flooding and water pollution problems
in Shanghai and establishes a high resilient urban strategy to respond
to rapid changes. As one of the main aspects of city constructions,
communities should become parts of the city green infrastructure
network and play a role of managing the urban water system. The
practicum selects Culture Garden Community in Shanghai as an
example. The functional-oriented design on community waterscapes
can provide a reference for future sustainable and resilient community
renovation and design.
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01 INTRODUCTION
The practicum is an exploration of contemporary urban water system
planning, taking the reconstruction of a high density community in the
core area of urban Shanghai, China as an example.
The first chapter introduces the background, purpose, and research
plan framework of the project.
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1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
I grew up in Shanghai, a city in China with a booming economy and a dense population. Urbanliving communities are characterized by tall apartment buildings and narrow outdoor activity
spaces. Late in the 1990s, the Chinese government issued comprehensive policies for urban
community construction and management (General Office of the State Council, 1990;
Wang, 2008). In terms of those policies, residents do not have land ownership of community
landscapes. Instead, they share the rights of access and pay the estate companies for daily
maintenance and management. For this reason, individuals no longer need personal experience
in maintaining landscapes, leading to a lack of the sense of responsibility towards the public
environment as well as an increase in damage to landscapes.
Before beginning this practicum, I did a preliminary study of Shanghai urban communities and
learned that landscape effects such as ornamental appearance and the emotional atmosphere in
residential areas decrease in quality rapidly without maintenance. Most residential water features
are high performance, high consumption, and high maintenance. Many residential waterscapes in
Shanghai, although financed by management, suffer unaffordable operations. Some waterscapes
are abandoned, while others are renovated into flower beds. As a result, the original relaxing
effects and playful functions of waterscapes are lost.
In addition to exploring these particular water management concerns in Shanghai urban
communities, the experience of study in Canada inspires me to rethink the role of waterscapes.
For instance, unlike the general gated communities in China (with unlimited age and assets)
that have an independent water system, most communities in Canada are open to the public,
which promotes landscape connectivity between communities and the external environment.
Importantly, community waterscapes are part of a broader ecosystem. This knowledge laid
the foundation for my ongoing research on the role of community water in the Chinese urban
environment.
1.2 PURPOSE FOR THE RESEARCH
From a macro perspective, many cities continuously suffer severe water issues, such as
floods and water pollutions. Since most problems originate from the excessive intervention of
human behaviours, in this practicum, how water systems alter in a range of periods is explored,
meanwhile, analyses on whether these changes have have an effect upon people's recognition and
attitude towards water. Additionally, advanced water management strategies are investigated to
assist in developing a new water system for a contemporary urban community in Shanghai.
To sum up, the general purpose for the research is to explore the connectivity between water
3

systems and human systems and to apply high performance waterscapes and efficient water
management strategies that are suitable for contemporary communities in high-density cities in
China.
1.3 METHODS
The practicum will be based on two phases: research and application. The first phase starts with
a fundamental literature review, which includes identifying water issues and advanced water
management strategies. Since some water-related issues cannot be analyzed with quantitative
data, a descriptive strategy is applied to better understand the water system in a community
setting. In subsequent research on water management theories, integration of strategies and
taxonomy will be applied. This phase explores resilient systems and their application in water
management strategies including Low Impact Development, Sustainable Drainage Systems,
Water-sensitive Urban Design, and Sponge Cities (EPA, 2018; Ministry of Housing et al.,
2014; Government of South Australia, 2018; General Office of the State Council, 2015). This
classification and integration process helps to understand some basic water strategies endemic to
individual countries. Therefore, the process of inventory (data collection), analysis (information
comparison and classification), and synthesis (conclusion and strategy) will be significant to
inform subsequent design strategies. The conclusion will support the identification of water
management strategies and methods suitable for Shanghai contemporary urban communities.
Case studies frame the criteria for projects that demonstrate best practices for multi-functional
waterscapes. An evaluation strategy is used to compare cases with different backgrounds and to
understand the implication of promoted factors and landscape methods for water feature design.
The second phase is the application of research to the retrofit of an existing community using
sustainable water management strategies. Descriptive strategies will be site analysis applied to
record the characteristics of the site and to highlight specific problems with existing practices.
Analyzing and evaluating collected data to understand the water on the site is the second step.
The final project will be a proposal for the waterscape system in an urban community in Shanghai.
The city-scale green infrastructure network connection will be considered during design
production.
1.4 PRACTICUM STRUCTURE
The practicum includes three phases: brief background introduction, theoretical research, and
proposed application. The first chapter outlines the background, purpose and brief planning for
the practicum. Literature review is researched in the next two chapters. The second chapter
discusses how the relationship between human and water alters in a selection of periods. It
4

then explores the conflict between people and water in contemporary society, especially water
problems in high-density cities. The third chapter reviews several advanced water management
strategies and the importance of a resilient system in urban cities. Chapter four explores case
studies on playful water projects that have multiple functions. The next two chapters, chapter five
and six, are site analysis and a proposed project for the reconstruction of the water system in a
selected contemporary urban residences- Culture Garden Community- in Shanghai. The design
strategy is derived from a summary of theories and lessons learned in previous chapters.
1.5 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
The research framework allows for logical and critical writing. A diagram displays the process
of finishing this practicum. The left part is the general writing process, "introduction problems - research - conclusions - application", while the right part explains specific
contents in terms of waterscapes research.
Research Framework: The process of practicum
Introduction
Seek for Question

Background
Introduce Water System
Relations

Water Issues
Solution Research

Methods & Measures
Literature
Water manamgement
Resilient Systems
....

Conclusion &
Innovation
Proposed
Application

Case Studies

Site Analysis
Site Design

Figure 1.5-1 Research framework
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KEY WORDS
WATERSCAPE
Waterscape refers to water features in the landscape that are human-designed. It
includes a three-step process: water supply, water display, and drainage.
URBAN COMMUNITY
Community is first proposed by the German sociologist Ferdinand Tönnies
to describe an aggregated and interconnected group (1963). The term urban
community generally represents the geographical location of residences in the city
centre as the urban population density is normally higher than that of rural areas. The
urban community has characteristics such as high rise housing, dense population,
and limited public green spaces.
WATER MANAGEMENT
The Global Water Partnership (2018) defines integrated water resources
management as a process of promoting the coordinated development and
arrangement of water, land and related resources, as well as the balance of social
development with environmental sustainability. Due to the situation that water
quality degradation caused by social activities and water supply and demand
imbalances are becoming increasingly serious, managing water resources play a
significant role in ecological security and social prosperity (Cosgrove and Loucks,
2015). While for the community, water management measures are related to
household utilization, vegetation irrigation and waterscapes operation. Therefore,
water management overall refers specifically to the efficient use of water resources.

1.6 CONCLUSION
China's current landscape design is sometimes seen as an auxiliary environment to support
architecture. Through theoretical research in recent years, the attitude of landscape design has
been transformed into the recognition of creating a friendly and better living environment. China
has made tremendous efforts in ecology and sustainable water resources management, but are
still somewhat limited in the reconstruction of existing projects. The goal of this practicum is to
find a more suitable and sustainable water system for a contemporary community in Shanghai.
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02 TRANSFORMATION IN

HUMAN-WATER RELATIONS
Since ancient times, water and human beings have shared a close
relationship of interdependence and interaction.
This chapter discusses the circulation of water in nature as well as the
relationship between water and humans in different eras (ancient,
modern and contemporary). Focus will be on the conflicts between
water ecosystems and human society in contemporary times, and the
water issues that ensue.
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2.1 WHY WE SHOULD LEARN FROM HISTORY ?
Since ancient times, relationships between humans and water have been inseparable. Humans
live with water. However, due to the 'over-reliance' of humans on water, the self-balance of water
environments has been broken. Water problems and water security have become a challenge
for human survival and development in contemporary societies. Consequently, it is significant
to investigate alternates in human-water relationships and reasons for these changes in a global
perspective. Taking lessons from history helps to gain a deeper understanding of severe water
issues, and it allows people to make more sense of human and natural systems in contemporary
applications. The chapter includes research on water in nature, and water circulation systems
altering after the appearance of humans.
2.2 THE WATER IN NATURE
2.2.1 Landform & Water Cycle
Natural or undisturbed landscapes existed and persisted before human intervention. Natural
water systems, without human disturbance, are relatively stable and water resources are able to
maintain a balanced hydrologic circulation.
Miller (1977) introduced the concept of "ecosystem hydrodynamics" to explain the water cycle in
nature. According to this concept, water is equivalent to a substance that stores and flows in each
level and system, and both vertical and horizontal movements occur regularly in the environment
(Figure 2.2-1).

Figure 2.2-1 Diagram of levels in an ecosystem. Boxes represent sites where water is stored for
longer or shorter periods; arrows represent fluxes of water substance in liquid or solid state (solid
lines) or vapor state (dashed lines), Miller, 1977, p.123.
9

Water can reach a balance in natural systems since the processes of precipitation, evaporation,
infiltration, and surface runoff form a continuous and prolonged circulation. From the global
perspective, due to solar radiation and gravity, water molecules make their way from ocean
and earth surface to the atmosphere in the gaseous state and then drop to lands as liquid.
Natural flows and infiltration of water happen among different secondary systems such as
forest, wetland, ocean during the circulation process. Figure 2.2-2 shows the landform of the
natural system and the hydrologic circulation of water.
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Figure 2.2-2 Landform and water circulation in natural system

The natural system includes many secondary systems, such as wetlands, woodlands, plains,
rivers, etc. From a narrowed perspective, water circulation plays an important role not only in
the global system but in these considerable secondary systems. Since soil can temporarily hold
rainwater, it promotes the absorption of stormwater and slows surface flows in the system.
Additionally, the slight topography enables the capture and distribution of water resources
into several basins of attraction. Therefore, runoff takes a part in water cycles of secondary
systems, while most water movement occurs during rainfall, evaporation, and infiltration
(Watson and Adams, 2011). Figure 2.2-3 explains water circulation in forest systems.
circulation

Figure 2.2-3 Landform and water
circulation in secondary system
in nature; a forest system as an
example.
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2.3 HUMANS LIVE WITH WATER

ANCIENT ERA (5000 BCE - 500 CE)

2.3.1 Background
In ancient eras, humans survived by depending on natural resources. Humans' daily activities were
mainly hunting, gathering, fishing, and simple agriculture to obtain a steady stream of food (Hong,
2014); activities were highly related to water. Early cargo exchange transactions and cultural
communications relied on efficient maritime transportation, "If the distances be considered,
the sea is the safest and most commodious route from spot to spot, whether for merchandise
or man" (Goodrich, 1858, p.17). Humans settled by rivers and lived with nature in the cycles of
nature.
Throughout the world's cultural history, rivers played a role in the rise of human civilization in the
ancient era. The Nile River gave birth to the splendid ancient Egyptian civilization, the Euphrates
significantly affected the rise and fall of the Babylonian kingdom, the abundant resources along
the Mediterranean deltas fostered the ancient Greek and Roman culture, and the two great
rivers, the Yellow River and the Yangtze River yielded the richness of Chinese culture (Yasuda,
2013). Water promoted the prosperity development of human society in this period.
2.3.2 Landform & Water Cycle Alters
Build ditches and farmlands
Living by rivers increased the potential threat of global and regional flooding caused by
snowmelt or heavy rains. To avoid uncontrollable water damage on settlements, humans
made efforts to mitigate floods in the ancient period. To resist floods, our ancestors took
actions of dredging watercourses or building dams based on the landform (Zhu, Shi and
Zhang, 2014). They dug ditches and introduced water into arid lands far from rivers to avoid
megafloods (Angelakis, 2012). Barren lands, as a consequence, conversed into productive
farmlands. At the same time, waterways, canals, and moat systems were established by
humans to relieve flood issues and increase productivity (Adams, 1974; Roux, 1992).
Although floods were naturally a hazard, in some cases, they benefited human systems. In some
ancient countries, the primary purpose of guiding water flows through farmland systems was
not only for irrigation and addressing floods but for improving the soil quality as well (Anon,
1949; Li, 2006). In rainy seasons, when the water level raised, the nutrient-rich soil with
high sediment content in the river was drained into specified barren lands and settled in lowlying areas. After several years of cultivation, soil fertility improved, and large areas of poor
lands became fertile fields suitable for prolonged crop growth. The comparison of figure 2.31 and figure 2.3-2 displays the positive role of floods in regards to humans and farmlands.
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Water flows everywhere

Watercourse
Figure 2.3-1: Water floods before construction of farmland system

Water flows into the farmland and nourish soils
Watercourse
Figure 2.3-2: Water and rich soil oriented flow after construction of farmland system

Humans had the cognition that water was sacred at this period (Strange, 2004), hence they
respected and coexisted with nature harmoniously (How, 1997). Despite that, the appearance
of human settlement altered the natural landform, however, the water circulation remained
relatively stable (see figure 2.3-3).

GROUP
SETTLEMENTS
GROUP
SETTLEMENTS

FARMLANDS

GROUP
SETTLEMENTS

Figure 2.3-3 Landform and water circulation in ancient era
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2.4 HUMANS DOMINATE WATER

MODERN ERA (500 CE - 1850 CE)

2.4.1 Background
The development of agriculture and goods exchange supported more population growth and
dense settlements. Humans began to create urban systems and societies. Correspondingly,
infrastructure was built on lands to ensure the operation of cities. Inevitably, there was a conflict
in priorities between human development and the flows that nature maintains. At the end of
the Modern Era (around the 1800s), the Industrial Revolution elevated this conflict to the top
as humans significantly changed landforms of the world (Niiler, 2019). At this stage, humans
underwent the transformation in thoughts and attitudes, from relying on and respecting nature
within natural flows to trying to control it.
2.4.2 Landform & Water Cycle Alters
Build Urban Water System
Since the establishment of human societies, people have been constructing urban water
supplies and drainage systems. Water supply was the main activity where human beings tried
to import water from natural systems to their settlements. It is a common phenomenon that in
ancient communities, aqueducts, cistern serves, wells, and other sanitary facilities were built to
introduce and collect water for daily drinking and waste management (Mays, Koutsoyiannis and
Angelakis, 2007). Urban drainage emerged to ensure civic and public water consistency and
health. The formation of drainage structures could be found at the protoliterate period in ancient
Mesopotamia (about 3400–2900 BCE) where baked clay pipes, open channels and underdrains
transported houses, streets, and irrigation wastewater outside the city (Tamburrino, 2010).
After 500CE, when population density increased to a certain degree, human societies had
more demands for water, including bathing and water entertainment. Therefore, in many urban
centres, a complete 'water supply- water usage-drainage' network was designed as an urban water
system to meet the daily water demand of the city. This water system model has continued to

Figure 2.4-1: An elaborate sanitary and drainage system in ancient Indus cities (Shukla, 1998)
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the present, ensuring the continuous operation of the city and the ongoing development of the
society. However, since the old urban water supply systems were often ground level structures,
problems existed, such as maintenance and management of construction materials (Sedlak,
2014).
Develop Industry and Utilize Natural Water
The industrial revolution, started in 1760, drove the rapid development of economies and
the prosperity of science and technology, but also threatened natural environments through
deforestation, land occupation, and wastewater pollution. The main problem at this period
was that when pollutants were discharged, the intervention pressure on natural systems
exceeded the self-repairing capability of systems, especially in industrially concentrated areas.
"Systems have a capacity to absorb disturbances, but this capacity has limits and bounds, and when
these limits are exceeded the system may rapidly transform."
(Gunderson, 2010. p.4)
By the end of the modern era, industry had caused an irreversible impact on natural
environments, whereby heavy metals acceleration of toxic substances entered water bodies,
causing harm to the public and to environmental health (A & E Television Networks, 2009).

INDUSTRY
CITY

Figure 2.4-2 Landform and water circulation in modern era
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2.5 HUMANS ISOLATED WITH WATER

CONTEMPORARY ERA (1850 CE- )

2.5.1 Background
An era of population explosion from 1850 to the present occurred when the human population
grew from 1.2 billion to 78 billion (Worldmeter, 2020). The size of cities has become more
extensive, and metropolitans have emerged to hold more humans. Some centres host populations
of over 10 million.
To solve industrial pollution problems and natural environmental threats in the contemporary
era, The Clean Water Act, established in 1972, banned the direct discharge of pollutants into
water bodies before treatment (EPA, 2017) at least in America, and improved the environment.
However, new problems keep emerging globally with the construction and expansion of human
cities.
2.5.2 Landform & Water Cycle Alters
Rapid Drainage System
A rapid drainage system aims to discharge rain into external existing riverways quickly and
efficiently. This system includes the processing of 'water intake- pretreatment- water supplywater usage- water discharge - treatment- effluent'. However, this is a 'human and city priority'
planning model.
Centralized and dense urban construction has altered the landform in contemporary cities and
reduces the attraction of water to naturally occuring basins in the area. Compared with natural
fields, urban cities have fewer forests and green spaces that can gather and capture stormwater.
The hard surfaces and the construction of rapid drainage projects in the city considerably
decrease the infiltration rate of water, yet significantly increase the peak surface runoff (Watson
and Adams, 2011). The excess outflow of rainwater is discharged from underground pipelines
into rivers. This increase in peak runoff makes surrounding rivers bear an overload of water. Rising
water levels can consequently flood the city after breaching the river bank and interception
facilities. After floods, water can convey pollutants from urban hard surfaces which then flow
back to the natural waterways, bringing more damage to the system. This can lead to severe
consequences like destroyed properties and threatened water health. Figure 2.5-1 and 2.5-2
explain the rapid drainage system before and after heavy rains.
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CITY

NATURE

Figure 2.5-1: Rapid drainage system without rains

CITY

NATURE

Figure 2.5-2: Rapid drainage system in rainy days lead to overflows

City Expansion
Another issue in the contemporary era is the expansion of cities. The development of urban
systems invades the area of secondary systems, causing the continuous transformation
of land structure and landforms to systems with fixed capacities. However, studies have
shown that when there continues a shift among the composition and quantity of land
types, including forests, wetlands, farmland, and build-up areas, it impacts the ecological
environment of the entire ecoystem (Li, 2007). This means that human behaviors indeed
influence the operation of the entire system. What's worse is that through activities like
industry and vehicular use, pollution emissions have increased the speed and intensity
of environmental changes in the system, which are usually periodic and slow, to an
unprecedented level (Oliver, 2015). To mitigate environmental alterations (such as drought)
caused by human activities in a particular area, natural systems could correct this difference
through self-healing progress by transferring water from other regions; the consequence
is a more extensive and intensified change in ecosystems (Poff and Zimmerman, 2010).
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The most immediate impact of urban expansion is the loss of biodiversity especially in water or
water related systems like wetlands. When facing human interference, even there is an increasing
trend in the proportion of high environmental-adaptive species with higher resistance, it cannot
replace functions and roles of low environmental-adaptive species within the ecosystem (Karr
et al., 1986). Thus, there tend to be species and biodiversity loss in disturbed systems and then
ecosystems loss. Consequently, those significant but fragile 'sink' water related systems with
vegetations, including wetlands and woodlands, which could make a considerable contribution to
capturing pollutants and maintaining water quality in urban settings (Reddy and DeLaune, 2008;
Zhang et al., 2018), disappear because of adverse changes.

CONTEMPORARY
CITY SYSTEM

Figure 2.5-3 Landform and water circulation in contemporary era

Figure 2.5-3 demonstrates the water circulation alterance in urban cities in the
contemporary era. As mentioned above, urbanization and the construction of rapid drainage
systems have led to an increase in hard surfaces in urban areas and related water problems.
In terms of that evaporation and infiltration rates in urban areas are reduced, meanwhile
pollution in the downstream of urban water systems is increased, difficulties come in
overload and purification of water bodies (represented by red lines in the figure).
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2.6 CONCLUSION
The literature research in water history outlined the transformation of human-water relationships
in selected human periods:
In the ancient era, humans chose to live with nature and relied highly on natural water resources;
In the modern era, humans tried to master environments;
In the contemporary era, the urban system pushed humans far away from nature.
Ancestors kept a close relationship with the water while humans gradually ignored the significance
of water at the period of urban expansion. This was mainly due to changes in human attitudes
during contemporary era.
Faced with water issues in different eras, people have tried to address problems through tools and
techniques. However, new challenges always arise. Water-related problems tend to stem from
unbalanced water circulation caused by increasing social pressures and the continuous expansion
of human settlements. Therefore, as the lessons for dealing with future water issues, flexible
and sustainable strategies for balancing water circulation in the urban system is the focus of this
practicum.
NATURAL SYSTEM

ANCIENT ERA
5000BCE-500CE

MODERN ERA
500CE-1850CE

CONTEMPORARY ERA
1850CE- PRESENT

Without human

Build ditches and farmlands
Develop agriculture

Build city water system
Public health

Industrial development
Water pollution
Rapid drainage system
Floods

TIMELINE

City expansion
Biodiversity loss
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03 RELINKING WATER AND HUMANS:
THE RESILIENT SYSTEM

The separate operation of water and cities results in threats to
water health, and negative effects on human health. However,
the improvement of people's awareness of keeping a sustainable
environment can alter the situation. The proposal of green
infrastructure, water management strategies, and resilient systems
provides a good model for the coexistence of water and humans. This
chapter contains positive lessons from history as well as a discussion on
contemporary innovations in water systems.
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3.1 WHY WE NEED RESILIENCE
According to historical lessons, solving "present" problems in water management
is regarded as not suff icient. New concerns continue to arise with the rapid
development of human societies especially in recent years. The process of urbanization
is irreversible, after all, and the conflict between humans and nature is growing.
Facing increasing variable, dynamic, and uncertain factors, humans need a more
flexible measures to predict and address possible impacts brought by future changes.
“The goal of resilient landscape planning and design is to retrofit our communities to recover
more quickly from extreme events, now and in the future. In an era when disasters can cause
traditional, built systems to fail, adaptive, multi-layered systems can maintain their vital
functions and are often the more cost-effective and practical solutions.”
(American Society of Landscape Architects, 2020, para.6)
Resilience, as a new approach to better manage an urban system, is proposed in this chapter.
Investigations are embedded in two strands: theories on resilience and the application of
resilience on water management.
3.2 UNDERSTAND RESILIENCE
3.2.1 The Evolution: Design With Nature
The twentieth century was a significant stage in the development of landscape architecture.
Design With Nature (1969), written by Ian McHarg, provoked the relationship between humans
and nature as well as the integrated ecological principles of natural systems for the first time.
Additionally, in 1987, a document named "Our
Common Future" was raised to address global
environmental challenges. In the document,
ENVIRONMENT
committees put forward the new concept of
"Sustainable Development", which was explained as
SUSTAINABLE
the collaboration as well as balance among economic
development, social development and environmental
ECONOMY
SOCIAL
protection (Brundtland, 1987). The document idea
became a pioneer reference on rational usage,
development, and growth of natural resources for
Figure 3.2-1 The concept of sustainability
retaining long-term well-being.
Landscape Architects started to question and rethink the relationship between the human
system and the natural system in following decades. Different from the traditional thinking that
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the natural system and human society are two separate components, Folke (2006) regarded
human beings as part of the entire system and believed that there is a close relationship between
ecosystem and societies, which is interdependence and mutual feedback. More profoundly, Folke
mentioned that the stability of the system can be irreversibly impacted due to the occurrence of
new behaviors of humans. The new perspective refered that instead of resisting environmental
change, humans need to coexist with nature.
3.2.2 Defining Resilience
"Resilience" has been mentioned in many engineering, social, and professional bodies of
literature (Meerow et al., 2016). As for the discipline of landscape architecture, a resilient
system is defined as a system that has the adaptability and flexibility to cope with sudden
stress, shock, and damage and can reform to a similar functional structure when the system
alters (Walker et al., 2004).

Potential energy

The concept of resilience is believed to have been proposed by ecologist Crawford Stanley Holling
(1973) to describe the primary characteristics of ecosystems, while the other characteristic is
stability. Holling argues that the balance of resources within the system can be managed in varied
ways, “The stability view emphasizes the equilibrium, the maintenance of a predictable world, and
the harvesting of nature's excess production with as little fluctuation as possible. The resilience view
emphasizes domains of attraction and the need for persistence” (Holling, 1973. p.21). The system
does not need to be in perpetual stability but should remain sustainable.
Disturbance

Disturbance

Disturbance
Tipping Point

X

Sudden
Release

0

X
Natural System

Urban System

Resilient System

Equilibrium Level
Timeline

Figure 3.2-2: Natural systems, human system, and resilient system
(adapted from Hodgson et al., 2015)
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The figure 3.2-1 explains the importance of building a resilient system in urban cities. The red area
represents the period that disturbances occur.
1) Natural system
As described in Chapter two, the natural system has a specific capability to absorb disturbances.
Therefore nature can maintain stability.
2) Urban system
Human interference and changes of landform add stresses which can exceed the recovery
capability of the system. When interference happens, the system keeps accumulating energy in a
certain period. As long as it reaches the tipping point, energy discharges and moves back near the
equilibrium level at an incredible speed (Hodgson et al., 2015).
3) Resilient system
The resilient system has resistance and recovery capability that could slowly release energy, resist
departure from equilibrium, and control the system as near to the regular stable level (Hodgson
et al., 2015).
The purpose of establishing an urban resilient system is to encourage human activities to more
positive behaviors and adopt adaptive strategies to respond to the dynamic changes of the
system and become sustainable.
3.2.3 Principles of Urban Resilient System
Current professional research on urban resilient systems focuses on water security, including
water shortages and flooding (Hoekstra, et al., 2018; Mulroy, 2017). Most stormwater
management strategies are concerned with resilient and adaptive resource management systems.
To change the spatial distribution of regional water by influencing surface runoff and discharge
process in the water cycle is the most fundamental measure to solve the problem of water
imbalance. The features of evenly distributed micro-point water storage in natural systems can
be applied to urban construction systems and can achieve adaptive environments by simulating
natural water cycle processes, regulating and redistributing water resources.
Brears (2018, p.16) proposes the three main factors of a resilient system:
- Flexibility and diversity: there are multiple ways and distributions, with a structure that adapts to
change;
- Redundancy and modularity: intentionally repeats small modules, so replacements or changes
in parts won't affect entire system;
- Safe failure: share transient pressure and reduce the impact.

FLEXIBILITY
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REDUNDANCY

SAFE FAILURE

Building resilient systems is a long-term and continuous process for water management.
Resilient systems can be not only specific to existing water problems, but must be highly
adaptable as well to face potential changes and predict future risks (Roggema, 2011).
3.3 APPROACHES OF RESILIENCE IN WATER ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT
Urban resilience theory emphasizes the capability of cities to deal with risks and
emergencies, and the prevention -mitigation -adaptation planning process ensures the
higher water security of urban systems. Fortunately, more design paradigms related to water
resilient management are incorporated during urban planning in recent years, and relevant
significant approaches are listed and introduced behind.
3.3.1 Low Impact Development (LID)
Low Impact Development (LID) is a rainwater management strategy first proposed in the
United States to minimize intervention and impact on the original environment during urban
development (EPA, 2018). Beginning in the late twentieth century, small-scale rainwater
management strategies are used in municipal, residential and commercial landscapes (Prince
George’s County, 1999) to respond to the negative imbalance of water issues caused by
concentrated, dense urban development. In recent years, the LID strategy is widely applied in the
United States, Canada, and New Zealand (Auckland Council, 2000).

RETENTION POND

RAIN GARDEN

RIVERS

Figure 3.3-1: Diagram of Low Impact Development strategy
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The characteristics of Low Impact Development is the ecological stormwater technique. A
resilient green system replaces the traditional engineering drainage system. By utilizing or
imitating natural in each basin, the subdivided accumulation and temporary storage of rainwater
eases the peak runoff and reduces the impact of human intervention on the hydrological cycle
system (EPA, 2018; Roon, 2011).
The LID approach promotes water saving efficiency and water using efficiency in communites
and benefits external environments as well (Li, Tung and Chen, 2017). Focusing on community
water management, it’s common for rain gardens and ecological detention ponds to take over
green spaces for collecting and treating rainwater. Public green spaces in each community can
be more flexible and committed to improving the ecological environment. LID reduces and
distributes the impact of peaked runoff on cities and rivers by simulating natural systems in urban
spaces, increasing the spatial extent and capacity of rainwater infiltration and absorption.
3.3.2 Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) focuses on the integrated management and circulation of
urban water, as well as promoting grey waste water recycling to reduce pressure on water bodies
(Ministry of Housing et al., 2014).
ROOF
COLLECTION

TOILET

IRRIGATION

RIVERS

Figure 3.3-2: Diagram of Sustainable Drainage Systems strategy

The prime feature of the SuDS strategy is the control of water pollution from the source (Local
Government Association, 2019). In communities, the Rainwater Harvesting System (RWH) is
widely used to reduce drainage flow and improve water quality through the utilization of water
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resources. SuDS is commonly used in the United Kingdom and Germany. Due to the long
rainy season in the UK, the probability of capturing and utilizing rains is at a high level. British
households consume a considerable amount of water annually (Memon and Butler, 2006).
Therefore the rainwater from the roof runoff can be intercepted and treated for house activities
like toilet flushing, laundry, and car washing, as well as horticulture applications like vegetation
irrigation to save resources ( GhaffarianHoseini, et al., 2016 cited in Campisano, et al., 2017).
In the rainy season, some flat roofs use green roof technology to save rainwater while on sunny
days, vegetation delays evaporation. SuDS strategy aims at providing a pre-treatment strategy
to make sure that water qualities reach an acceptable level before discharging into the natural
system.
3.3.3 Water-sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)
Water-sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) was proposed in the 1990s in order to cope with
persistent drought. Urban water circulation is planned as a whole system, and the rainwater, water
supply, and sewage are managed in a unified manner (Government of South Australia, 2018).

RAIN GARDEN
RESILIENT
WATERFRONT

PERMEABLE
ROAD

RIVERS

Figure 3.3-3: Diagram of Water-sensitive Urban Design strategy

The strategies of water-sensitive urban design include the diversity and decentralization of
water resources infrastructure, as well as the systematic management of water environments
(Wong and Brown, 2009). Traditional centralized water systems promote management
and maintenance more efficiently and safely and support social and economic benefits.
However, the decentralized rainwater strategy of WSUD can be more suitable for localized
environmental characteristics. Through the control and treatment of site water balance,
water consumption can be reduced, and ecological benefits can be maximized (Marlow
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et al., 2013). WSUD is featured by comprehensive discharge management and recycling
planning and design on urban water systems. It is a pre- and ongoing management method.
WSUD advocates the integrated improvement of urban water environment, including energy
emissions, water conservation, environmental protection, and public participation as a critical
process to raise awareness of ecological importance of water resources (Schirmer and Dyer,
2018).
3.3.4 Sponge City (SC)
The People's Republic of China established the concept of Sponge City in 2014. The primary
purpose of Sponge City is to reduce the impact on the environment and reuse stormwater
through the six-step measure 'infiltration, stagnation, storage, net, use, and discharge' (Chinese
Government, 2015). As its name describes, sponge city sites act like a sponge that could become
flexible to contain water (figure 3.3-4). The strategy focuses on improving four aspects: water
ecology, water environment, water resources, and water security (Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development, 2015).
ROOF
COLLECTION

RIVERS
RESILIENT
WATERFRONT

RAIN GARDEN
RETENTION POND

Figure 3.3-4: Diagram of Sponge City strategy

As a new concept put forward recently, sponge city applies lessons from other strategies like
Low Impact Development (LID) and Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS). The primary
purposes of this strategy are (1) resistant floods with resilient infrastructure; (2) temporary store
and then reuse rainwater, at the same time controlling peak runoff; (3) have an integrated water
system. (Chan, 2018)
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3.3.5 Progress of Water Management
To conclude, Low Impact Development (LID), Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), and
Water-sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) are all approaches that have practiced the organization
and management of resilient water systems for decades. In contrast, the Sponge City (SC)
theory was not proposed until 2013. Due to differences in urban location and community housing
types, each strategy has its particular priorities for water management. The diagram behind shows
the role of these water circulation system strategy in urban cities.
Most strategies aim to treate domestic sewage and recycle rainwater. This benefits integrated
water circulation and ensures environmental health.
Evaporation

RIVER

CLOUDS
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Figure 3.3-5: Urban water circulation system and the engagement of each strategies
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3.4 RESILIENT WATER MANAGEMENT ELEMENTS
Armed with an informed understanding of resilient water management, we need to study
characteristics and techniques of functional systems and apply them to community design.
Different landscape elements have distinguished ecological functions. Organized by the
scale, elements that promote urban resilience are introduced.
Key elements: Bioswale, Cobble Drain, Permeable Pavement, Rain Garden, Green Roof,
Eco-parking, Retention Pond, Wetland

GRASS DITCH
Grass ditches are commonly used at the lawn edges, where waterresistant herbs could be planted in the trenches. Stormwater can
be temporarily stored in grass ditches and absorbed by vegetation
and soil. The ditch plays the role of water delivery as well, which
transfer stormwater to the nearby basin of attraction. Compared with
engineered drainage pipes, grass ditches can simultaneously handle
impurities and pollutants during the transportation of rainwater.
Storage

Delivery
Infiltration

COBBLE DRAIN
The cobble drainage is covered with pebbles laid out in the ditch.
Through physical obstacles, the oriented water movement is slowed
down, thereby easing peak runoff stress. Additionally, impurities
are captured and filtered as well. The cobblestones, which are
level with the ground, ensure the safety of pedestrians meanwhile
simultaneously transporting and storing rainwater. Cobble drain has
been widely used on road edges.
Infiltration
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Delivery

PERMEABLE PAVEMENT
Permeable pavement plays the role of transferring rainwater as
drainage infrastructure. The application of large pore structure
layers enables rainwater to infiltrate on the hard surface, as well as
allowing for storage and transfer, thereby reducing the peak runoff
and preventing the drainage pipeline from being overloaded. Pervious
paving is generally used in driveways, sidewalks, paths, public squares,
and parking lots.
Infiltration

Delivery
Storage

BIOSWALE/ RAIN GARDEN
Bioswales and rain gardens operate on a similar principle that can
preliminarily remove impurities during the infiltration process.
Bioswales are placed at the street edges while rain gardens are seen
on open spaces and community centres. They are ecological and
sustainable rainwater control and management infrastructures. Rains
are captured, gathered, saved, and absorbed, while at the same time
being purified by plants.
Storage

Infiltration

Discharge

GREEN ROOF
Roof greening is common on the top of high-rise buildings. The main
benefits are as follows: 1) Provide rainwater buffer: the process of
rainwater absorption on the roof replace traditional direct drainage
systems; 2) Air purification: adsorption and filtering of particles by
plants; 3) Temperature reduction: absorb sunlight and avoid direct
heat; 4) Growth biodiversity: increase the variety of herbs and
succulents, and provide habitat for insects (Oberndorfer et al., 2007).
Infiltration

Dicharge
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ECO-PARKING
The traditional parking lot is generally paved with concrete, which
brings a lot of heat radiation to the city. Eco-parking lots, in contrast,
have ecological and sustainable functions in meeting basic needs of
placing vehicles. The site is made of water-permeable paving materials
and mixed grass seeds. Large trees are planted at intervals and
drainage channels are set up.
Infiltration

Discahrge

DETENTION POND
The detention pond is a kind of rainwater collection facility. It
mainly aims at storing stormwater temporarily at the peak period,
and then slowly draining after rains. The role of detention ponds
includes avoiding rainwater overloads, improving water utilization,
and controlling pollution. However, due to its large site occupation,
detention ponds are usually built in low-density communities.
Storage

RETENTION POND/ WETLAND
Retention ponds have functions of biodiversity, regulating runoff,
improving water quality, and adjusting microclimate.Wetlands,
as a large scale retention ponds, are best suited to low-density
communities. Importantly, due to the complex composition including
aquatic plants, animals, microorganisms, and the water environment,
wetlands can be regarded as an entire ecosystem.
Storage
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3.5 THOUGHTS
When explaining the city and the community by design structure and spatial functions,
the various parts of the space can be simplified into three aspects: point, line, and
surface system. The Point System represents special features and highlights, as well
as repeated small modules. The Line System has the function of connectivity and
transportation. The Surface System is equivalent to larger areas of different functions,
which is also the foundation of the city and the community. The resilient water landscape
can also be divided into several elements according to these three functional systems.
The table is developed with the theory on different scales: city, community, and landscape
element system. More intuitive contrasts and relationships are formed. We can get guidance
on how to design the spatial structure when choosing suitable elements of different
dimensions through this models.
Point System
Function

Highlight,
Gather

Line System

Connection,
Delivery
City Scale Park, Wetland, Road,
Corridor, River,
Plaza
Transportation
Community Centre garden, Road, River,
Scale
Waterscape,
Linear green
Vegetation,
space, Pipeline
Building
Landscape Wetland,
Bioswale,
Element
Retention pond, Permeable
Scale
Rain garden,
pavement,
Eco-parking,
Cobble Drain
Green roof

Surface
System
Division
Block, District
Lawn, Hard
surface
Green space

Figure 3.5-1: Point, line and surface system in different scale
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04 CASE STUDIES
This chapter studies the utilization of waterscapes based on the
practicum topic. Through several case studies, the author hopes to find
answers to the following question.
How to design water features in a particular context?
What is the strategy that is conducive to long-term sustainable
waterscape development?
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4.1 CRITERIA FOR CASE SELECTION
Case studies conduct multifaceted research on specific projects which involve background issue
introduction, water strategies, and long-term management. Since the case investigation collects
information mainly from documents of the design team, the introduction and evaluation of
landscape websites, and literatural case studies, comparing with literature reviews, it has a more
subjective perspective. Therefore, case studies need to abide by specific processes and criteria.
According to the research topic, the criteria for case selection are as follows:
a) all strategies should be related to urban resilience and water management;
b) the waterscape design needs to be dominant in all cases, but the type of waterscape could be
different to obtain different approaches;
c) all projects need a long-term sustainable management strategy.
4.2 CASE ONE: "CLOUD PARADISE"
Location Chengdu, China
Project Type Municipal Park
Year Completed 2017
Client Chengdu Wanhua New City Development Co., Ltd.
Designer Z + T Studio
Area 25,000 m²
Initial Issues
Cloud Paradise, as a neighbourhood park, is located in the inland city Chengdu in China. The
park was originally a linear municipal green space along the lake and is recently redesigned for the
nearby community (Z + T Studio, 2017). Luxe Lake, which is adjacent to the site, is an artificial
lake and has a better ecological environment and various water activities. The biggest challenge
for the project is to create a kids-activity park without damaging ecosystems in the nearby lake.
Strategies
Urban Resilience
Sustaining Water Management
Water Symbols
Place-based Education
Multifunctional Child Playground
The concept of Cloud Paradise Park is to regard children as its primary client and create
a place-based educational park by having both amusement activities and environmental
education about water as well (Z + T Studio, 2017).
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Figure 4.2-1: Aerial view of Cloud Paradise Park (Z+T Studio, 2017)
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LEGEND
01 Cloud-like Trampoline
02 Interactive Fountain
03 Meandering Creek
04 Wading Pool
05 Wetland Garden
06 Snow Slide
07 Water Droplet Pavilion
08 Mirror Corridor

Figure 4.2-2: Water symbols
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RIVER

SNOW

Figure
37 4.2-3: Cloud Paradise Park (adapted from Z+T Studio, 2017)

GLACIER

The park has many symbolic representations of the water, for example, the cloud-shaped
trampoline, the stainless steel rain drop, the curved washed stone road as a meandering
creek, the snow-coloured slide, the glacier-shaped mirror wall (figure 4.2-2). The design
team not only regards the water as a simple landscape element but a profound symbol as
well. Children's nature enables them to learn while playing and exploring (Acar, 2013). By
using a variety of materials and forms to express the water circulation system in nature, the
park becomes an excellent place-based educational space for kids.
Cloud Paradise Park adopts strategies of creating a closed-loop for water circulation systems
(see figure 4.2-4). Compared with the traditional thinking that uses water only once, the
project offers multiple uses of water resources and reduces demands for water management.
Based on the initial topography, several waterscapes were constructed to simulate the
directional flow of water in nature (Z+T, 2017). In the original dry spray square, interactive
devices replace the traditional pump and can drive the water supply through primitive human
power generation. The design avoids waste of water resources, and eliminates the possibility
of lacking management. The water in the square then flows onto the washed stone ramp
where the terrain of the braided creek is simulated. 'Streams' eventually converged into a
circular wading pool. After then, water flows into the wetlands area for purification and goes
back into the lake. Water resilience is approached in these waterscapes, Meandering Creek
area, without rain, becomes a shallow-relief pavement and provides pathways for passing fire
trucks. On rainy days, it becomes a beautiful waterscape.
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Meandering Creek

Purify

Wading Pool

Natural Movement
Lake

Wetland Garden
Discharge

Figure 4.2-4: Water system operation in Cloud Paradise Park
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4.3 CASE TWO: "WATER SQUARE" BENTHEMPLEIN
Location Rotterdam, Netherlands
Project Type Municipal Square
Year Completed 2013
Client Municipality of Rotterdam
Designer De Urbanisten
Area 9,000 m²
Key Impact Captures 1.7 million litres rainwater
Initial Issues
Rotterdam is the second-largest city in the Netherlands, coastal and with an annual precipitation
of 33 inches (Weather Atlas, 2020). Due to the lack of water retention capacity, the city is
facing periodic flooding issues in terms of increasing rainfall (Bressers and Edelenbos, 2014;
Dai, 2018). The central square in Rotterdam, was redesigned to address the need for temporary
flood relief as a priority. Another addressed problem is that community residents nearby had
little affinity with the water system (Bressers and Edelenbos, 2014). The construction of resilient
square become a breakthrough for the city.
Strategies
Urban Resilience
Flood Resistance
Sustaining Water Management
Rooftops Capture
Multifunctional Outdoor Vanue
Water Square in Benthemplein is redesigned as a project about the multifunctional surface
water-storage system (De Urbanisten, 2020). The primary strategy is urban resilience.
As a focus of the crowd, Benthemplein square bears functions of society, communication,
and holding events (Bravo, 2018). How to activate the demands for social activities became
one of the main objectives for the design team. The water square is composed of three
sunken plazas and multiple banded tree pools. In dry seasons, the central space, with a broad
view, consists of three basin areas suitable for outdoor sports activities (figure 4.3-2) and
holding events (figure 4.3-3). The narrowed and excessive areas between buildings, as linear
corridors, construct multiple tree pools and benches for rest and reading rooms (figure 4.3-1).
Benthemplein was suffering from flooding problems in the past. The design of water resilience
enables Water Square to resist flood in rainy seasons. Stormwaters are captured from ground
surfaces and roofs and then converge in the sunken area. Rainwater will slowly infiltrate and drain
into urban waterway systems during the off-peak time (De Urbanisten, 2019).
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Figure 4.3-1: Reading events

LEGEND
Sunken Plaza Area
Planting Beds Area

Figure 4.3-2: Sports events

Figure 4.3-3: Social events

Figure 4.3-4: Model of Water Sqare
in Benthemplein, Netherlands

The following figure 4.3-5 demonstrates how stormwater is temporarily stored in Water
Square in rainy seasons. The collection process can be divided into two phases according to
the degree of rainfall:
a) Phase one- small rains: stormwater on roofs is collected through internal pipes and
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transported to the centre space. Large stainless steel drainage systems at linear corridors
bring rains into two shallow basins as temporary stormwater storage ponds;
b) Phase two- heavy rains: the large deep basin in the centre mainly operates when there is
continuous and heavy rain. At that time, rainwater goes from the shallow basin through the
water wall structure to the deep one, creating an artificial waterfall due to the difference in
terrain.
The design for Water Square shows functional changes of waterscapes in dry and rainy
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Water Moving Path (on surfaces)
Water Moving Path (through pipes)
Figure 4.3-5: Water system operation in rainy seasons
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seasons. Consequently, Water Square can both become a flooding resistant infrastructure
and a place to to expose people to the importance of water and allow for interaction with
water.
Management And Maintenance
Although the participation of nearby student teams help the management and maintenance
of Water Square, pipeline clogging and wastes accumulation continue to be a problem (Dai,
2018).

Figure 4.3-6: Water Square before rains
(De Urbanisten, 2019)

Figure 4.3-7: Water Square after rains
(De Urbanisten, 2019)

4.4 CASE THREE: VANKE RESEARCH CENTRE
Location Shenzheng, China
Project Type Institutional Landscape
Year Completed 2012
Client Dongguan Vanke Building Co., Ltd.
Designer Z+T Studio
Area 18500 m²
Initial Issues
As a research-based institution, Vanke Research Centre aims at finding environmentally friendly
materials for both architecture and landscapes (ASLA, 2014). The institutional landscape in the
centre becomes an excellent opportunity for field experiments. The main principle for the design
is sustainable stormwater management and low-maintained material application (ASLA, 2014).
Strategies
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Urban Resilience
Stormwater Water Management
Ecological System
Low Maintained Landscape
The landscape design for this site consists of two parts: a water-collection ripple garden and a
water-treatment central building landscape.
The purpose of the ripple garden is to control runoff while collecting rainwater. Two rolling
sloops slow down the surface runoff on grasses, maximizing the infiltration of rainwater (figure
4.4-1). Some porous materials such as wood chips, ceramsite, gravel, and fine sand that
quickly filter impurities and dust are laid on basin areas of lawn sloop (Gooood, 2014). Tall trees
are set at a high point as an efficient landscape element that delays the landing of rainfalls.
The strategy of the architectural center landscape is addressing rainwater while reusing water
resources, and forming a self-sufficient stormwater management system (Tang, 2014). The
system includes processes of primary purifying, storing, secondary purifying, and water displaying
(figure 4.4-2). The collected rainwater in the ripple garden is transported to the roof of the
building by wind and solar power. Then it drops layer by layer to the ground and experiences
preliminary aquatic plant purification and oxygen exposure. That treated rainwater is then
gathered and stored in the retention pond. After that, stormwater enters the phytoremediation
channels for secondary treatment. Finally, after reaching the safety level of touchable water,
clean water enters the reflection pond for human interaction.

Figure 4.4-1: Ripple garden water collection diagrams (Gooood, 2014)
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Figure 4.4-2: Self-sufficient stormwater management system (adapted from Z+T Studio, 2019)
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Management And Maintenance
Another principle for the site design is the selection of low-maintained construction
material. Several modular precast concretes (PC) with high durability are utilized
as different surfaces such as pavement, steps, curb edges, and bike parking. The
character of modularity is much easier for replacement and maintenance (Z+T, 2019).
Vegetation with fewer maintenance demands is chosen: bamboo, local maple tree,
camphor, as well as native shrubs, perennials, and grass (ASLA, 2014).
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4.5 CASE FOUR: NE SISKIYOU GREEN STREET
Location Portland, America
Project Type Green Street
Year Completed 2003
Client City of Portland
Designer The Environmental Services Sustainable Management Team
Area 54.8 m²
Key Impact Captures 0.8 million litres rainwater
Initial Issues
NE Siskiyou Street is located in an eighty-year old neighborhood. This neighborhood street was
retrofitted in 2003 to create a safe and quiet residential environment. At the same time, this
green street project became an early practice of sustainable stormwater management and low
impact development theory.
Strategies
Urban Resilience
Stormwater Water Management
Ecological System
Low Impact Development
Green street bioswales is a small-scale green infrastructure for managing stormwater. The
original parking area at the street junction was transformed into green curb extensions,
which play a role as capturing, relieving, cleaning, and infiltrating street runoff (ASLA,
2007). Additionally, small check-dams are set between vegetation to retain stormwater
temporarily. Stormwater gathers and flows through several curb cuts into bioswales (figure

Figure 4.5-1: NE Siskiyou green street masterplan (Perry, 2017)
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4.5-1), where several low-growing and low-maintenance vegetations are planted (ASLA,
2007). The principle for planting design is native and adaptive vegetations with different
colors year- around.
The retrofitting of the green neighborhood street follows the strategy of low impact
development, by protecting and utilizing local landscape elements to ensure the
management of rainwater runoff.
Management And Maintenance
As seen in figure 4.5-2 and figure 4.5-3, the primary maintenance issue of the Green Street
project is the regular removal of fallen leaves. Those leaves and debris accumulating at exit
curb cuts may impact the passage of stormwater to nearby road drainages. Hand weeding
and planting replacement are managed every two years (The City Of Portland, 2005).

Top:
Figure 4.5-2: NE Siskiyou green street photo
(Perry, 2017)
Bottom:
Figure 4.5-3: NE Siskiyou green street exit curb cut
(The Pennsylvania State University, 2014)
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4.6 CONCLUSION OF CASE STUDIES
Four cases are explored in this chapter:
A. Cloud Paradise Park
B. Water Square Benthemplein
C. Vanke Research Centre
D. Ne Siskiyou Green Street
These four project studies interpret the application of urban resilience in water systems from
different scales. The systematic and uniformity of water management is the focus of the strategy.
Case A is a waterfront park where the external water system and the park water system are
integrated. The park borrows water from the nearby lake to create interactive waterscapes and
eventually returns the lake's treated water. Case B regards the public square as a temporary
storage infrastructure for stormwater treatment and flood resistance and becomes part of
the city water system. Case C plans different water collection areas, storage, purification, and
utilization in the site and forms an utterly independent water circulation system. Case D designs
the street landscape as small rainwater capture and purification facilities.
In addition to the standard strategy to achieve water resilience in urban cities, the four projects
have advantages in line with site characteristics, respectively. Among all these projects, general
strategies of successful urban waterscapes are as follows:
1. The priority of urban waterscape design is the analysis of current site situations. Natural water
bodies nearby should be considered first as the water supply source to reduce consumption.
Utilizing differences in topography can help form an uninterrupted flow, increasing oxygen
exposure, and creating an ecological environment for micro-living creatures. By simulating
hydrological characteristics in nature, urban cities can achieve the purpose of water storage,
interception, infiltration, and transportation to reduce the negative impact of urban interference
on water environments.
2. Under complex and dense site environments, large-scale facilities are restricted and
not suitable for implementation. By contrast, small modular devices are more efficient and
convenient for placement and long-term maintenance. They are more suitable for communityscale design. In terms of a renovation project, instead of modifying dense underground pipelines,
it is a fast and effective strategy to achieve stormwater and sewage diversion by building small
water treatment infrastructure on the surface.
3. It is essential to consider the needs of humans of different ages fully. As far as child-aged
waterscape is concerned, kids are curious and prefer touchable and playful waterscapes that
attract participation and serve as site-based educational places. The adult-aged waterscape is
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more about highlighting dynamic visual effects, such as dropping water and water walls. Human
safety and environmental safety are the focus of elder-aged waterscapes. Another critical point
is the multiple utilization of space. It is significant to shape landscapes through human behavior or
social activities. The distinguish between rainy-season ecological function, and dry-season social
function are characteristics of the Benthemplein Water Square.
4. Practice low maintenance and low management. In the choice of materials, stainless steel and
concrete modules are preferences, characterized by durability and easy replacement. Gravel,
ceramsite, and wood chips can be used as permeable materials.
Shortcomings:
The prevailing concern in these case studies is that there is still a high maintenance requirement
for ecological facilities such as bioswales and rain gardens where debris and garbage need to be
cleaned regularly. The suggestion is to install garbage interception equipment that is easy to clean
up and reduce deciduous tree species near those facilities.
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05 SITE ANALYSIS
SITE LOCATION:
CULTURE GARDEN COMMUNITY
(Yangpu District, Shanghai, China)
The practicum focuses on the replanning of a community-scale site.
A priority for the design is the application of water resilient strategies
to address water issues in Shanghai. This chapter includes a brief
introduction to Shanghai, China and describes related water issues in
the community.
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THE PEOPLE REPUBLIC
OF CHINA

SHANGHAI
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5.1 SITE ANALYSIS - SHANGHAI
5.1.1 Location
China is a vast country that spans 9 million km2 of land areas and hosts
1.4 billion people as a population. The country has an optimal location
next to the Pacific Ocean, with abundant natural heritage and great
historical cultures. Almost 7 percent of global freshwater resources are
stored in the river basins of China (Shemie and Vigerstol, 2016).
Shanghai, as one of the highest population cities, is located on the
east coast of China and is a part of the Yangtze River Basin. Shanghai
consists of three islands on the northeast side (Chongming Island) and
a peninsula surrounded by the Yangtze River and the East China Sea.
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Figure 5.1-1: Location of Shanghai
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Figure 5.1-2: Yangtze River watershed
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5.1.2 Watershed
Shanghai belongs to the Yangtze River watershed (figure 5.1-2).
Huangpu River, going across the core Shanghai, is one of the main
tributaries of Yangtze River. Shanghai used to have a vibrant and
dense surface water network in the city centre. Buildings and trade
markets were built along the river for more accessible transportation.
However, in the latest century, due to the growing urbanization of
Shanghai, some natural rivers were filled with grey infrastructure
and high-rise buildings. Consequently, some water networks were
broken, influencing the integrating and natural flows of rivers.
Multiple district historical river maps are superimposed on the figure
5.1-3, to show the accurate alternates from dense water bodies in
the twentieth century to existing limited river courses in the urban
Shanghai.
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Figure 5.1-4: Shanghai transportation development

Figure 5.1-5: Shanghai port in the 20th century
(Komiyayama Hisotry, 2018)

Figure 5.1-6: First operational railway in Shanghai
(Wang, 2014)

5.1.3 Shanghai Development History
Due to the advantaged geographical location of Shanghai, during the Tang and Song dynasties
(around 600-1300 CE), the port of Shanghai developed as a centre for domestic goods trade
(Dai, 2019). After opening to the outside world in 1843, Shanghai prospered because of imports
and exports of specialties among countries (Dai, 2017). Additionally, Shanghai constructed
numerous railway transportation at that time for port goods delivery.
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Year

Population (million)
9 12 15 18 21 24 27

1959

The prosperity of maritime and railway
transportation helped Shanghai become the
economic centre in China and the city competed
to attract labourers and business people to the
city of Shanghai. Therefore, there was positive
and rapid growth in the population of Shanghai
through the decades. According to government
data, from 1959 to 2018, the estimated
population of Shanghai increased from 10.3
million to 24.2 million (see figure 5.1-8). Shanghai
undoubtedly is a typical representative of a
contemporary metropolis in China.

1978

Increase in population brought an expansion of
land construction. Shanghai's urban development
was regarded as a sprawl trend during 1959-2000
(Liu et al., 2014) (see figure 5.1-7). Urban areas
were getting overcrowded, while suburbs were still
extensive enough to accept the inflow population,
forest, and arable land was exploited and replaced
by livable communities with a mixed commercial
centre and service facilities. In the four decades,
Shanghai suffered persistent expansion (Zhuang
et al., 2002) and rapid urbanization. By
comparison, urban expansion continues apace in
Shanghai but gradually transforms from ‘urban
sprawl’ to ‘urban fill’ after the year 2000 (Liu
et al., 2014). Building density and volume ratio
increased, meanwhile high-rise buildings appeared
significantly. The population density of Shanghai
area reached 3814 people per square kilometre (p/
km2) in 2017 while the centre city held 23841 p/
km2.

2000

LEGEND
Population (million)
Centre Area
Built-up Area
Shanghai Boundary
2018

Figure 5.1-7: City expansion of Shanghai (adapted from Shi et al., 2018)
Figure 5.1-8: Shanghai population growth (Shanghai Statistics Bureau, 2018)
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5.1.4 Building Styles & Living Modes
Residential buildings in Shanghai can be summarized into four types:
mixed use high-rise residence, longtang, urban residence, and rural
residence. A section of Shanghai is shown below and the locations of
different types of buildings are marked.

Figure 5.1-9: Mixed use high-rise building

Figure 5.1-10: Longtang

Terrain Highest
Point: 103.7m

Huangpu River
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* Note: Images from multiple sources, see figure reference list

Figure 5.1-11: Urban residence

Figure 5.1-12: Rural residence

Highest Skyscraper: 632m

East China
Sea Level: 0m

SHANGHAI TERRAIN AND SKYLINE SECTION
Figure 5.1-13: Shanghai terrain and skyline section
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a) Mixed Use High-rise Residence
Mixed use high-rise residences are commonly located
in the centre area of the city. Commercial offices and
residential buildings layout occupies one plot. This
building style has the characteristics of high density, high
accessibility, and strong sociality.
Strategy:
High performed communal space
Encourage social activities
b) Historical Residence - Longtang
During the 1850s to 1950s, Shanghai's architecture was
significantly influenced by foreign cultures, thus forming a
collective living mode called 'Longtang', which was similar
to the townhouse residence in western nations (Luo,
1997). However, longtang has dense buildings, narrowed
aisles with low accessibility. This living mode gradually
disappeared after the middle-twentieth century. At
present, longtang only exists side by the Huangpu River
and needs historical protection.
Strategy:
Historical protection
c) Rural Residence
In general, rural residences are located outside and
far away from the city centre. Rural buildings, often
constructed by owners, are different in building
appearance and have individual courtyards. There is a
lower population density in these areas.
Strategy:
Improving infrastructure and service
Developing featured industries

LEGEND
People flows direction
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d) Urban Residence
The contemporary urban residence in Shanghai is a
combination of the Chinese traditional courtyard style
and the Western condo housing style, that is, a kind
of residential mode where a group of people share the
inner landscape. In order to meet people's preference
for privatization, developers placed fences around
the community. Therefore, urban residential areas in
Shanghai are characterized by high privacy and high
population density. However, this has led to the isolation
of communities from surrounding public spaces, and

discouraging residents' communication and socialization
(Zhang and Tang, 2018).
Strategy:
Create functional space
Encourage social activities

5.1.5 Identifying Water Issues
a) Quality-induced Water Scarcity
Shanghai, located on the east coast, features numerous waterways. According to Chinese
Government data (2013), Shanghai features a dense water network where 11% of the municipal
land area is made of rivers and lakes. The annual precipitation in Shanghai is about 1166 mm,
while the peak in summer (June, July, and August) can reach 214mm monthly (see figure 5.114). Superficially, abundant rainfall and groundwater in the southeast represent sufficient water
resources, yet some cities, including Shanghai, are still facing water resource shortage. However,
the city is suffering from quality-induced water scarcity. Quality-induced water scarcity is
defined as a specific ratio of freshwater resources which become useless due to the absorption of
pollutants and are unavailable to supply a sufficient urban population (Liu, 2017).
AVERAGE PRECIPITATION OF SHANGHAI
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Figure 5.1-14: Average Precipitation of Shanghai (Weather Atlas, 2020)

The most intuitive performance of quality-induced water scarcity is the multiple transfers of the
freshwater source in Shanghai. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Huangpu River,
the largest tributary of the Yangtze River in Shanghai, was the vital source of drinking water
for citizens. Since the 1980s, the growth of urban construction and frequent human activities
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Before 1987

brought higher pressure on water resources. The water
quality of the Yangtze River and its tributary the Huangpu
River had gradually deteriorated, and the quality of
freshwater resources could not meet the daily drinking
standards. Facing the booming population stress and
increasing daily consumption of high-quality freshwater,
in the following 40 years, Shanghai changed the drinking
water intake sites (Che et al., 2005). The intake moved
from the city centre to the upper reaches of Huangpu
River, and altered from a single centralized water source
to multiple dispersed water sources (see figure 5.1-15).
Even so, Shanghai still faces a water crisis.

I

The government and researchers have proposed
strategies to address the quality-induced water scarcity
in Shanghai (Che, 2005; Shanghai Government, 2020):

1987-1998

- Control the pollution by adjusting the land use
pattern around the water source;
- Reduce industries with high pollutant emissions;
- Establish water source protection areas;
- Improve the water ecological environment;
- Save water resources and encourage effective water
use;
- Promote rainwater storage and utilization.

I
1999-2016

I
I

I

I

LEGEND

I

Water In-take Area
City Centre Area

Figure 5.1-15: The alterations of source water areas
in Shanghai, China (Che, 2005)
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b) Sinking City & Flooding
Due to the geographical location at the estuary, Shanghai has, for the most part, clay soils. Soil
layers in Shanghai are uniform and divided into several types according to its depth (figure 5.1-16):
Top Miscellaneous Soil
Silty Clay & Hard Clay
Sand & Hard Clay
Bedrock

0 3 6km

Soil Depth (m)

0-4m
4-30m
30-250m
250m+

Figure 5.1-16: Hydrogeologic cross section of Shanghai (adapted from Ye et al., 2005)
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However, due to the excessive exploitation of groundwater (at the A2 level) and the increase in
the density and height of constructed buildings in recent years, field subsidence has emerged in
Shanghai (Ye et al., 2005), of which the Yangpu District is more seriously effected (Luo, 2018).
Consequences of ground subsidence include building damages, flooding problems, and personal
safety threats. Some points in urban Shanghai are prone to suffer waterlogging during the 50year or 100-year rain seasons (Liu et al., 2016). According to the Flooding map (figure 5.117), the area of water stagnation is mainly concentrated in parks, wetlands, and some high-rise
building area. Parks and wetlands have the resilience to hold stormwater. However, by contrast,
urban hard surfaces are suffering flooding issues.
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Figure 5.1-17: Floods possibility
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5.2 SITE ANALYSIS - CULTURE GARDEN COMMUNITY
5.2.1 Location
Culture Garden Community is located in the north part of city centre districts. However, due to
the dense road networks, it still takes 20 minutes to drive from the city core area.
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Figure 5.2-1: Location of the site
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5.2.2 Neighbourhood Scale Analysis
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Figure 5.2-2: Site location

The Cultural Garden Community was built in 2000 and
consists of more than 60 apartments with around 1224
households living in the community. The community has
three entrances with walls around.
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Figure 5.2-3: Green space & vegetation

The green space can be divided into public green spaces and
community green spaces. Community landscapes are more
likely to be shared only by residents and are high privacy as
described in chapter 5.1.3 because of walls around. However,
there are less public greenlands in this area due to the limited
space. The riverfront landscape which is more conducive to
public activities, is occupied by communities that people can
not get access to.
Due to the warm and humid climate in Shanghai, most
residential areas and streets are planted with evergreen and
flowering trees.
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D.
N R

YIXIA
Figure 5.2-4: Transportation

Different levels of streets surrounded the site. Yixian Road,
which contains eight vehicle lanes and two bike lanes, always
hosts heavy traffic during days. Above the main road is the
highways and a metro station is next to it. The secondary road
includes four vehicle lanes with one bus lane while tertiary
road includes two vehicle lanes. Bus lanes and bike lanes are
not necessary, usually set based on the traffic flow volume.
The pedestrian street is adjacent to the culture garden
community. An abandoned railway line goes across the
neighbourhood region.
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Figure 5.2-5: Road classification
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Figure 5.2-6: Building types

According to the building type map, four main activities
occur in buildings: residence, institution, office and retail/
catering. Residential areas occupy the most significant space
in this area. Institution buildings (the area of university) are
concentrated on the northeast side of the neighbourhood,
while retail, catering and office buildings are arranged along
streets. Most buildings in this area are characteristic by high
density and high accessibility. Some retail stores are on the
first floor of residential buildings.
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Figure 5.2-7: Residential building

Figure 5.2-9: Retails/Catering

Figure 5.2-8: Institution building

Figure 5.2-10: Office building
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5.2.3 Identify Neibourhood Issues
a) Sewage System
There are three types of urban drainage systems in Shanghai: combined sewage system, separate
sewage system, and divided gravity drainage system.
The city centre areas are a mix of the separate sewage system and the combined sewage system
(see figure 5.2-11). The high-density centre constructed before the year 2000 was mainly
dependent on the combined sewage system, in which stormwater and wastewater were collected
together before being delivered into treatment plants (Chang, 2011). By contrast, other regions
that were built after 2000 mostly implemented the separate sewage system that can capture
and transfer rains and wastewater independently (Chang, 2011). The third system that refers
to the sewer collecting water in by gravity with purification and is common in rural Shanghai
(Shanghai Government, 2018).
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Figure 5.2-11 Sewage system in Shanghai centre area
The site of Culture Garden Community had constructed the combined sewage system to discharge
wastewater immediately. However, the combined system has several disadvantages, one of which is that
stormwater can not be recycled efficiently. Furthermore, during the flooding periods, the volume of
water exceeds the capacity of pipes; this leads to wastewater overflows to nearby riverways (EPA, 2017).
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Untreated water contains toxic substances, and debris becomes the main problem for urban water systems.
The figure 5.2-12 demonstrates the overflow of combined sewage system.

wastewater

storm
drain
pump

to treatment

plant

outfall pipe
to river

Figure 5.2-12: Combined sewage system overflows

The main concern caused by combined sewage systems is that pipelines are overloaded during rainy
seasons, leading the domestic wastewater and stormwater in the community to enter and pollute nearby
river channels (see figure 5.2-13). There is also a possibility of waterlogging.

Street
Rains

Household
Wastewater

Community
Infiltrate

To Sewer Pipe

Pumping station

Rainy Season Overflows

Nearby River

Treatment Plant

Figure 5.2-13: Exisitng water system for combined sewage system communities
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5.2.4 Community Scale Analysis
Most of the buildings in the Cultural Garden Community have a brick-red
appearance. The road system in the area is complicated, and many trees and
shrubs have grown here for two decades.
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Figure 5.2-14: Culture Garden Community aerial view
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Topography & Drainage Direction
According to figure 5.2-15, the site is high in the southwest and low in the
northeast. Most areas of the site are flat land, with elevation differences
only at the southwest corner. The centre landscape is a sink plaza that has
the elevation of three meters.
Therefore, the drainage orientation is mainly from south to north and
from west to east (see figure 5.2-16). In the combined sewer system,
roof rainwater, house wastewater, and landscape water are all discharged
into municipal pipeline systems. However, during the rainy season, the
wastewater will possibly overflow into the Jipu River.
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Figure 5.2-16: Site section & combined sewer system
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Residents' Story
Several high and dense apartment buildings stand here. Highmaintenance pruning shrubs are planted in the community. The only
water feature has been out of service for a decade leading to the loss of
water memory of residents. The central square no longer holds activities.
Although the community is adjacent to the Jipu River, vertical concrete
riverbanks, as well as concrete fences surrounding the community, isolate
people from accessing the river.

Figure 5.2-17: Collage of the community
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Figure 5.2-18: Multi-layers analysis

Sculptures

There are many sculptures in the community that represents western culture. Due to
the transportation development in the 19th century (introduced in 5.1.2), Shanghai
formed a unique culture called Haipai Culture that merged western and Chinese
culture (Falanitule, 2018). The Culture Garden community used these sculptures to
highlight characteristics of Haipai Culture.

Water Features

Water features, also called waterscapes, consists of fountains, dry fountains and pools
in the community. These waterscapes demands high maintenance and management
to hold a good effect. After years, some waterscapes are discarded.

Ground & Underground Parking Lots

The community has 450 underground parking lots. Since the underground parking
system is constructed at the same time as the buildings, designers did not plan
sufficient parking lots for the future. There are more than 1000 households while
most families have 1-2 cars. Therefore, some green spaces along roads in the
community are occupied by vehicles and become ground parking lots.

Road System

Community roads are divided into two types: 1-3m sidewalks and 5m roadways.
The advanced strategy for communities promotes the diversion of the pathway and
vehicle lanes. However, residents and vehicles still use the same road in the Culture
Garden Community. Roads become narrower and more difficult to pass because of
the added ground parking spaces.
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5.2.5 Identify Community Issues
Due to limitations during construction, in the past two decades, the community has accumulated
many problems. The first issue is the lack of maintenance: weak plant growth, abandoned
waterscape facilities, and pavement damage accompanies water stagnation. As the vital elements
that make the environment dynamic and vivid, the closure of the waterscape significantly reduces
landscape effects. Another problem is the reduction of children's activity areas. Facilities become
old and of a single form. Due to the dramatic increase in vehicles, the parking lot space at that
time was insufficient to accommodate enough cars. Therefore, some green space is embezzled
and replaced by parking.

PROBLEMS

STAGNANT WATER

ABANDONED WATERSCAPE

LOW SPACE UTILIZATION

SINGLE CHILD PLAYGROUND

POOR MAINTENANCE

LIMITED PARKING SPACE

Figure 5.2-19. Culture Garden Community situations
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5.3 CONCLUSION OF SITE ISSUES

(CITY)
CITY FLOOD

(NEIGHBOURHOOD)
RIVER POLLUTION

(COMMUNITY)
ABANDONED
WATERSCAPES

Site issues can be broken down into three scales, city scale, neighbourhood scale, and community
scale. Different challenges are indicated after analysis. In summary, problems in this community
are listed below:
City Scale
1. Urbanization has led to water pollution and quality-induced water shortages
2. High-density urban areas face more flooding problems; the urban city lacks resilience
Neighbourhood Scale
3. Gated urban communities restrict communication and social activities among residents
4. Community landscapes (including riverfront) have high privacy that is low accessibility
5. Limited green spaces
6. Combined water sewage system results in overflows
Community Scale
7. Unaffordable high-maintained landscapes and waterscapes; Dispersed water features
8. Insufficient parking spaces
9. Lack of activity venues for children
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06 PROPOSAL FOR THE SITE
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Based on existing issues raised in the city, neighborhood, and community
scales in the previous chapter, this chapter aims to solve these problems
and proposes thinking on the importance of water resources. Strategies
include two sections: the reconstruction of the city-scale water system,
and the module for community-scale water management. The communityscale site takes the Cultural Garden Community as an example.
Since the practicum site is an existing community in urban Shanghai,
methods are applied separately for the transformative and improvement of
areas of the community. The proposal will focus on the redesign of water
systems suitable for contemporary high-density communities, as well as
related landscapes.
6.2 STRATEGY FOR THE CITY
In terms of the occasional overloading problem of urban rapid drainage
systems, a new strategy is proposed to promote urban resilience and
flooding resistance. Relative to large green infrastructures acting as urban
cisterns, for contemporary high-density urban areas, small decentralized
green infrastructure is more efficient in managing urban rainwater
(Montalto et al., 2007).

WATER RESILIENT COMMUNITY

According to previous research, for a densely populated city such as urban
Shanghai, large green infrastructures such as wetlands and forest parks are
located far away from the city centre. In particular, there are few public
green spaces in residential regions. Therefore, these areas are suffering
more flooding issues.
As researched in Chapter three, one of the principles for urban resilience
is modularity. Communities, occupying every corner of urban Shanghai,
are optimal sites for small-scale green infrastructure practices. Each water
resilient community can be regulated as a storage and treatment module of
the city water system (figure 6.2-1), which can hold stormwater at the peak
rainy days and then slowly release rainwater into the city pipe system. The
strategy can efficiently manage city water systems and prevent potential
water problems.
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BEFORE: URBAN RAPID DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Dash lines represent underground
pipelines. Both wastewater and
stormwater directly drain into pipe
networks.

AFTER: URBAN WATER RESILIENT SYSTEM
Each blocks, especially communities,
become the stormwater containers
and capture surface water for reuse.
Due to the clay soil of
Shanghai, the central
concept is to delay
the runoff during
peak time,
instead of the
existing 'sponge
city' concept to
encourage infiltration.

72h delay

Figure 6.2-1: City-scale water management strategy: water resilient community
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6.3 STRATEGY FOR THE COMMUNITY:
INTEGRATED WATER SYSTEM
The primary principle for promote an existing community
like Culture Garden Community is the balance between
reconstruction and improvement.

CREATE AN INTEGRATED WATER SYSTEM
The new water system performs four steps on the water system
in the neighbourhood, which will be introduced separately in the
following pages:
-Green streets as water collection
-Community landscapes as part of water treatment system
-Existing abandoned water features as water storages and
interactive facilities
-Riverfront improvement
According to the elevation difference of the site, water can
slowly infiltrate and self-purify during flows (figure 6.3-1).
Introducing water into the community is also an attempt to
reawaken people's memory and cognition of the importance of
water.
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Figure 6.3-1: Planned water flow direction

STEP 4: RIVERFRONT
IMPROVEMENT

STEP 3:
REUTILIZE
ABANDONED
WATERSCAPES

STEP 1: GREEN
STREET
RENOVATION

STEP 2:
CREATE WATER
TREATMENT
SYSTEM

Figure 6.3-2: Water system strategy
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GREEN STREETS AS WATER COLLECTION

Green streets can be regarded as a green infrastructure that plays a role
in regulating urban water resources. Therefore, streets become places to
collect and transport surface stormwater. According to the location and
width of several streets, different street facilities models are approached.
The following are four types of water management methods on the streets:
Bioswale + Lawn
Ecological bioswales replace traditional underground drainage pipelines,
absorbing surface runoff during transferring process. Curbstone openings
allow street runoff to enter swales. The bioswale has characteristics of
simple structure, small footprint, and less maintenance.
Bioswale+ Pedestrian
The placement of small infrastructure between the sidewalk and vehicle
lanes benefits the safety and health of pedestrians.
Bioswale + Parking
Due to the limitation of the site, streets are insufficient in the room for onstreet parking. Disordered vehicles hinder traffic and pedestrian safety.
The combination of a bioswale system and vehicle parking lots encourages
stormwater management, and the traffic-safety space increases at the
lowest cost.
Bioswale + Plaza Street
Traditional plaza streets are usually paved with hard pavements. Bioswales
setting in the middle collect and absorb stormwater during rains.
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BIOSWALE+LAWN

BIOSWALE+PEDESTRIAN

BIOSWALE+PARKING

BIOSWALE+PLAZA STREET

Figure 6.3-3: Different types of green streets
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COMMUNITY LANDSCAPES AS PART OF WATER TREATMENT
SYSTEM
The community is where the second step 'treatment' of water systems
occurs. The treatment system in the community operates based on the
significant role of aquatic vegetations or stones. The runoff will converge to
the designed lowest point of a specific area and flow through several small
green infrastructures. By absorbing impurities in water, infrastructures can
purify stormwater during the natural flow.
According to the changes in the terrain of the site, different forms of green
infrastructure are derived. The system produces excellent ornamental
landscape effects as well.
Water Tank + Sloop
Water tank, with gravel at the base, is an open infrastructure that can both
collect and treat stormwater. Several tanks embedded in the slope with the
falling water produce excellent landscape performance.
Drain + Sloop
Ripple sloop slows down stormwater runoff. Pebble drain captures and
removes groundwater.
Detention Pond + Check dam
Permeable paving materials with gaps ensure water flow, and at the same
time, filter impurities. Check dams increase absorption and evaporation
under low flow. Additionally, coarse sediments and wastes are intercepted
under high flow by dams as a water quality control measure.
Detention Pond + Vegetation
Aquatic vegetation can absorb impurities. Detention pond avoids the
demand for frequent clearance and maintenance.
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WATER TANK + SLOOP

DRAIN + SLOOP

Ripple sloop

DETENTION POND + CHECK DAM

DETENTION POND + VEGETATION

Pocket rain
garden
Figure 6.3-4: Different types of water features
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EXISTING ABANDONED WATER FEATURES AS WATER
STORAGE AND INTERACTIVE FACILITIES
After multiple treatments, water can meet water quality standards for
entertainment activities. Therefore, the third step of the strategy is to
utilize recycled rainwater. Existing waterscapes in the community were
abandoned due to a lack of water supply. By contrast, new waterscapes
no longer have this concern. The collected rainwater can continuously
supplement waterscapes to achieve a sustainable landscape experience.
The existing abandoned water features will be designed as the place for
storing and reusing water and provide residents with after-work activities
and kids-based education.
Water Plaza
Water Plaza is located in the community center and has functions of
display, gathering, and entertainment. Due to its lower elevation, the design
of falling water features can reduce maintenance and operation costs.
Additionally, residents can have close interaction with waterscapes.
Circle Fountain
The existing fountain is out of service and becomes a place for parking
currently. The new design distinguishes the vehicle area and the pedestrian
area and opens up the field of vision. At the same time, the fountain no
longer has an independent water supply system. The recycled rainwater
from previous treatment areas continuously flows into the circle fountain
for public entertainment.
Dry Creek Pond
Eight separate pools increase the demand for cleaning and maintenance.
Therefore, the new design includes two connected pond areas. The
retention area is used for long-term water storage, while the detention area
temporarily stores water only during rainy seasons.
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WATER PLAZA
before:

after:

CIRCLE FOUNTAIN
before:

after:

DRY CREEK POND
before:

after:

Figure 6.3-5: Different types of abandoned waterscapes reuse
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RIVERFRONT IMPROVEMENT
The fourth step is the improvement of the riverbank. After planning, the
neighbourhood has more capacity to contain stormwater. Consequently,
the overflow issue caused by the combined sewage system is addressed.
Treated rainwater delivered from nearby communities continues to
replenish river water. Meanwhile, river pollution problem is alleviated.
The design for the river channel sets new irregular stone walls. The design
height of stone walls is a bit higher than the average water level. Aquatic
plants, whose roots can continuously purify the water quality, are planted in
the grooves of stone walls.
Other principles for the riverfront design
- High accessibility
- Experience of different level
- Ecological riverbank
- Encourage natural vegetation growth
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BEFORE
Road for
access

Stone wall
Plant growth area

AFTER

Figure 6.3-6: Waterfront improvement
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6.4 STRATEGY FOR THE COMMUNITY:
DIVIDED VEHICLE AND RESIDENT WALKWAY SYSTEMS
The previous community road system is a shared system of people and
vehicles that is unsafe. The new road strategy plans separate vehicle roads
and sidewalks. Main landscapes are distributed in three open spaces of the
community, and paths connect them. At the same time, a new entrance
facing Jipu River is opened, allowing people to get access to the riverfront
conveniently. Parking lots and garage entrances are set close to the
driveway.

THE NEW
ENTRANCE
TO RIVER
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LEGEND
Jipu River
Vehicle System
Residential Walkway System
Parking Lot Areas
Main Landscape
Entrance Of Communities

Figure 6.4-1: Road system strategy
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6.5 STRATEGY FOR THE COMMUNITY:
LOW MAINTAINED AND SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS
Some principles for vegetation selection:
- Reserve existing large trees
- Remove high-maintenance shrubs
- Choose native and local plants (hardiness zone 4-9)
- Select several ornamental valued vegetation
- Use water-tolerant and adaptive plants in rain gardens and along
bioswales

PLANT INVENTORY

Figure 6.5-1: Plant inventory
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BACKGROUND TREE
15

10

5

0

Southern magnolia

Deodar cedar

Japanese elm

Paper plant

Hall crabapple

Sweet viburnum

Sweet osmanthus

Chinese juniper

STREET TREE
10

5

0

Camphor tree

Chinaberry
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SPECIAL LANDSCAPE TREE
10

5

Ginkgo

0

Spindle tree

AQUATIC VEGETATION & MEADOW
5

0
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Ditch reed

Maiden grass

Yellow iris

German iris

Leopard plant

Giant reed

Narrowleaf cattail

Heavenly bamboo

LEGEND
Jipu River
Background/Protected Tree
Street Tree
Special Landscape Tree
Aquatic Vegetation/Meadow

Figure 6.5-2: Vegetation system strategy
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Some principles for pavement material selection:
- Utilize several existing shaped brick pavers
- Use high load paver for vehicle lanes
- Use bright color pavement
- Select permeable materials

PAVEMENT MATERIAL IINVENTORY
COMMON & EXISTING PAVERS
Asphalt
Precast Concrete
Flagstone
Cobblestones
Shaped Bricks (existing paver)
PERMEABLE PAVEMENT
Gravel
Wood Chips
Ceramsite
Grass Block Paver
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BENCHES & PLANTING BOXES & EDGES
White Fiberglass
Corten Steel
Stainless Steel
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6.6 MASTERPLAN FOR THE COMMUNITY
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Green Street
West Entrance Garden
Eco-parking Lot
Rain Garden
Vegetation Garden
Tree Plaza
Ripple Slope
Material Garden
Centre Garden
Sunken Plaza
Kids Garden
East Entrance
Existing Garage Entrance
Dry Creek Garden
Pedestrian Street

Figure 6.6-1: Masterplan for the site 106

Rainwater Harvesting Calculation

Site Area: 34700m2
Annual Precipitation: 1200mm
Daily Precipitation(highest): 30mm
Annual Capture Water: 22680m3
Daily Capture Water(highest): 567m3
(Volume=Efficiency xPrecipitation xFootprint Area xConversion)

STORMWATER CIRCULATION SYSTEM PLAN
0

10

20m

LEGEND
Existing Municiple Pipeline
Surface Runoff
Surface Runoff Collection
Surface Runoff Collection Area
Underground Perforated Pipe
Underground Storage Tank
Stormwater overflow pipe
Main Waterscape
* Arrows reperesent water flow direction
Figure 6.6-2: Stormwater circulation system plan for the site
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INFRASTRUCTURE TYPES
0
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20m

LEGEND
Grass Ditch
Cobble Drain
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Rain Garden
Eco-parking
Detention Pond
Retention Pond
Other Retention Area
Underground Storage Tank
Figure 6.6-3: Infrastructure types
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Figure 6.6-5: Axonometric section of west entrance garden
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Figure 6.6-6: Axonometric section of vegetation garden
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Figure 6.6-7: Axonometric section of material garden
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Figure 6.6-8: Axonometric section of central garden
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Figure 6.6-9: Axonometric section of kids garden
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Figure 6.6-10: Axonometric section of dry creek garden
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6.7 DAILY ACTIVITIES DESIGN
CHAT

EXERCISE

REST/READ

PERFORMANCE

PLAY WATER

GROUP EVENTS

ACTIVITIES
0

10

20m

LEGEND
Stores/ Grocery
Open Gathering Space
Private Chatting Space
Waterscapes
Kids Playground
Eco-parking
Riverfront Green Corridor

Figure 6.7-1: Activity design for the site

WEST ENTRANCE (BEFORE DESIGN)

Smelly river/
Narrowed riverbank

125

High wall
around the
community

No bike lane

Hard surface
pavement

Figure 6.7-2: West entrance before design
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WEST ENTRANCE (AFTER DESIGN)
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Figure 6.7-3: West entrance after design
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TREE PLAZA (BEFORE DESIGN)

Full of garbage
and wastes

No sitting and
rest place

129

High-maintained
pruned shrub

Figure 6.7-3: Tree plaza before design
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TREE PLAZA (AFTER DESIGN)
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Figure 6.7-4: Tree plaza after design
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SUNKEN PLAZA (BEFORE DESIGN)

Abandoned Fountain

133

Unaccessable
vegetation

Large areas of
impermeable
pavement

Unattractive stores/
No seats for rest

Figure 6.7-5: Sunken plaza before design
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SUNKEN PLAZA (AFTER DESIGN)
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Figure 6.7-5: Sunken plaza after design
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6.8 SUMMARY
Three main water issues are listed in the previous chapter, including flooding in Shanghai,
river pollution in Jipu River, and abandoned waterscapes in Culture Garden Community. The
practicum's primary concern has been to focus on the water health of high-dense neighborhoods
and influenced river systems.
The primary aim of the design is to create a community-based green infrastructure that can
benefit community residents and the whole city. Before it goes into the municipal sewer system,
addressing and treating site stormwater is to relieve pipe burden and reduce the possibility
of overflow to adjacent rivers. By dividing surface stormwater collection and underground
wastewater collection paths (figure 6.8-2), peak runoff can be captured and treated in the
community and recycled for waterscapes. The system operates based on terrain advantage and
needs less power consumption. As a summary, figure 6.8-1 proposes a new water circulation
system, which has been practiced in urban Shanghai site design to achieve a more resilient and
sustainable environment.
The new transportation plan can enable residents to get easier access to the riverfront. The
coherent 'storyline' of water in the community helps the community to invest maintaining the
water ecosystem. Low-maintenance vegetation and materials are applied as well. The proposal
can provide a healthier and more sustainable waterscape for the community and the city.
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Street
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Household
Wastewater

Community
Dry Season
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Resue For Waterscape

To Stormwater Pipe
Nearby River
Figure 6.8-1: New model for community water system
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Figure 6.8-2: New site section & separate sewer system
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07 CONCLUSION
The practicum provides innovative solutions for addressing water problems in
contemporary urban Shanghai. We return to a discussion of the the practicum
topic: Redefining waterscapes: in contemporary urban communities in Shanghai,
China. The question is, what does urban waterscape mean? Urban waterscape
is water features that both contribute to the ornamental value and ecological
value of a community. Additionally, it can promote human's awareness of water
importance. What are urban communities? Traditional design treats community
landscapes as an independent element, and people isolate themselves
unconsciously from these environments, which can cause disrespect of water.
The new strategy views community landscapes as an open system that connects
with environments. These systems should play a similar role as parks or green
spaces, managing the city's water system efficiently, and become part of the city
green infrastructure network. The practicum establishes a highly resilient urban
water system. Community water features become reproducible and ecological.
The proposal for Culture Garden Community applies the primary strategy
of urban resilience. After creating a new water circulation system, including
collection, transition, and storage, the community has a more reliable capability
to resist accidental flooding. Additionally, six particular issues in Culture Garden
Community are addressed. Following residential area functions and surrounding
traffic functions, the new design plan provides more residents' activities and
landscape experience and addresses the problem of disorderly parking. The
only challenge is the limitation of spaces. The design needs to balance the
improvement of environmental quality and the resolution of parking demands.
To sum up, the final proposal for Culture Garden Community is to provide a
reference that can be applied to other community designs, and as mentioned
before, form a green network for the city of Shanghai. By applying this resilient
design strategy, Shanghai will be highly adaptive and better resist potential water
risks.
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